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LOT #

Auction Policies1

First Werewolf By Night solo title series continued from Marvel
Spotlight #4. VG condition with foxing and brittle pages.

Werewolf By Night #1 (1972) Key Issue2

A new in box, factory sealed Imperial AT-ST & Speeder Bike by
Hasbro in 2001. AT-ST, Speeder Bike, and Paploo figure are in
excellent condition as they are still sealed in original packaging.
Box measures approximately 12"x9"x9". Overall box is in great
condition with minor surface scuffs to the bubble as well as some
edgewear. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Star Wars Power Of The Jedi Imperial AT-ST & Speed3

This is the first ongoing Black Panther solo title and features the
1st team appearance of the Collectors: Abner Little and Princess
Zanda. NM condition.

Black Panther #1 (1977)/Jack Kirby4

5 magazines. Includes Ghoul Tales #1 and 5, Stark Terror #1,
Weird (Vol.2 #4) and Cracked's For Monsters Only #6. GD to VG
range.

1960s/70s Horror Magazine Lot5

A new on card figure of Oogie Boogie from Tim Burton's 'The
Nightmare Before Christmas' produced by Hasbro in 1993
measuring approximately 8 1/4". Item features creepy bug
surprises inside of the figure and is also Glow in the Dark. Glowing
feature is still reactive upon exposure to UV. Overall, the card is in
nice shape but does exhibit signs of storage wear, particularly
shown through warping, abrasions, and creases throughout the
card. See pictures for further condition details.

The Nightmare Before Christmas Oogie Boogie 1993 H6

Three sealed commemorative sets which include a total of ten
figures from Episodes IV, V, and VI. Figures are in excellent
condition as they are new in box. Sets do not include DVDs as is
stated on box. Box sets measure approximately 10 1/2"x 7 3/8"x3".
Packaging is overall in great condition with minor surface scuffs to
the bubbles and a minor dent to the box and bubble on Episodes
V's packaging. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Star Wars Saga Commemorative Sets (10 Figures)7

LOT #

1st appearance of Star-Lord in a magazine. Filler copy with cover
stripped for distributor return.

Marvel Preview #4/1st Star-Lord8

Three sealed remote control R2-D2 figures by Takara Tomy as a
2005 Japanese Exclusive. Figures are in excellent condition as
they are factory sealed. Due to factory seal, they remain untested.
Cannister packaging measures 4 7/8"x 4 1/2"x 3 1/2". Overall all
items are in excellent condition with minimal to no surface scuffs.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Takara Tomy Remote Control R2-D2 2005 Japanese Exc9

1st partial team appearance and origin of The Eternals and The
Deviants. 1st appearance of Ikaris, Kro, Brother Tode and Margo
Damian. NM condition.

The Eternals #1 (1976)/Jack Kirby10

A new in box, factory sealed 'Treachery On Saleucami' Revenge Of
The Sith Battle Pack by Hasbro from 2007. Figures are in excellent
condition as they are still sealed in original packaging. Box
measures approximately 12 3/4"x5"x7". Overall box is in excellent
condition with minimal to no surface scuffs to the bubble. Please
see photos for further details and conditions.

Star Wars Battle Packs Revenge Of The Sith Treache11

Underground comic. 10 copies.  2nd prints. 1973, Last Gasp. VG to
FN range.

Collected Edition of Harold Head (x10) 197312

A new in box, factory sealed Star Wars Unleashed Princess Leia
figure by Hasbro 2002. Figure and stand are in excellent condition
as package is sealed. Card and bubble measure 12 3/4"x 8 3/4"x 3
1/2". Overall packaging is in great condition with minimal to no
surface scuffs to the bubble and a minor curve to the card. Please
see photos for further details and conditions.

Star Wars Unleashed Princess Leia Figure SEALED13

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like Iron Man,
Captain America, The X-Men, and more! Comics are mostly
modern and in the VF to NM range, but there may be some
specimens from the Silver and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in
the GD- to FN+ range. May include some duplicates. You get all
pictured.

Marvel Comics Short Box14
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Lot of 2. EC Crime Illustrated #1 EC Picto-Fiction features
illustrated adult crime stories. Joe Orlando bloody art cover. Stories
by Reed Crandall, Al Feldstein, Graham Ingles, George Evans and
others. EC Adult Tales of Terror #2 EC Picto-Fiction features
illustrated horror stories. Reed Crandall cover. Here is the
forefather to Jim Warren's Creepy. This was Bill Gaines' attempt to
skirt the comic code he helped create, by going to a black and
white magazine. Includes a story written by Alfred E. Newman
entitled REFLECTION OF DEATH. Filler copies.

EC Comics 1950s Picto-Fiction Lot Horror/Crime15

A vintage wooden Gibbs No. 79 bi-plane from circa 1920s. The
propeller string pully is operational and all the wheels turn. Overall,
this item is in nice shape but does exhibit signs of moderate to
heavy wear as the wood is scratched and chipped. Additionally,
there are areas where the paint is peeling up, the metal stabilizers
have dents and crinkles, the bottom portion of one of the wings has
a thin chipped off piece of wood, and it appears to be missing the
wing decals. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage Gibbs Wooden No. 79 1920s Bi-Plane16

(3) 13" x 19" wood wall plaques with classic/key covers. You get all
pictured.

Superman Comic Cover Wall Art Lot of (3)17

Included are issues #s
413,415,431,433-435,437,438,441,443,445,446,448 and 449.
VF+/NM- condition.

Batman Group of (14) #413-44918

Two new in box, factory sealed Battle Packs by Hasbro from 2005.
Sets include an Attack Of The Clones "Jedi VS Separatists" and a
Revenge Of The Sith "Rebel VS Empire".  Figures are in excellent
condition as they are still sealed in original packaging. Boxes
measure approximately 14"x 9 7/8"x 2 1/2". Overall boxes are in
excellent condition with minimal to no surface scuffs to the bubble.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Star Wars Episode II & III Battle Pack Figure Sets19

1st full appearance and origin of Son of Satan. VF- condition.
Marvel Spotlight #12/1st Son of Satan20

A new in box, factory sealed Star Wars Unleashed IG-88 Bonus
Figure by Hasbro 2004. Figure and stand are in excellent condition
as package is sealed. Card and bubble measure 13 1/8"x 8 3/4"x 3
7/8". Overall packaging is in great condition with minimal to no
surface scuffs to the bubble and a minor bend to the card's lower
right corner. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Star Wars Unleashed IG-88 Bonus Figure SEALED21

1974. 10 copies of the DC Treasury Sized Comic edition. This
issue reprints the 2nd appearance and origin of Wonder Woman
and 1st appearances of Mr. Terrific and Wildcat. VG+ to FN+
range.

Sensation Comics #1 (x10) Famous 1st Edition22

LOT #

A new in box, factory sealed 2004 Edition Star Wars Unleashed
Princess Leia/Slave Leia figure by Hasbro. Figure and stand are in
excellent condition as package is sealed. Card and bubble
measure 13 1/8"x 8 3/4"x 3 7/8". Overall packaging is in great
condition with minimal to no surface scuffs to the bubble and a
minor curve to the card with a minor bend to the lower left-hand
corner. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Star Wars Unleashed Princess Leia Figure 2004 Edit23

Three new in box, factory sealed 2005 Disney Parks Star Tours
Yoda and Jedi Mickey Figure sets. Figures are in excellent
condition as package is sealed. Card and bubble measure 6 1/8"x
5"x 3". Overall packaging is in good condition with some surface
scuffs to the bubble as well as minor denting from storage. Please
see photos for further details and conditions.

Star Wars Star Tours Disney Parks Yoda and Jedi Mi24

7 comics. 4 different Jim Lee covers. NM condition.
X-Men #1 Jim Lee Cover Lot of (7)25

A complete, sealed collection of three 2008 Star Wars Legacy
Commemorative Tins by Hasbro. Collection includes 12 collective
figures from Episode III, IV, and V. Figures and tins are in excellent
condition as they are brand new in package. Packaging measures
15"x10"x2 5/8". Overall boxes are in excellent condition with
minimal to no surface scuffs or scratches to box or bubble. Please
see photos for further details and conditions.

Star Wars Legacy Commemorative Tin Collection Comp26

Two new in box, factory sealed 2005 Star Wars Unleashed figures
including Darth Vader and Yoda Vs Darth Sidious by Hasbro.
Figures are in excellent condition as packages are sealed. Cards
and bubbles measure 13 1/8"x 8 3/4"x 3 7/8". Overall packaging is
in great condition with minimal to no surface scuffs to the bubble.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Star Wars Unleashed Darth Vader and Yoda+Sidious F27

15 mostly Bronze Age comics. You get all pictured. VG- to VF-
range.

Marvel Comics Bronze Age Comic Lot28

An American McGee's Alice White Rabbit figure that was
manufactured in 2000 by Electronic Arts Inc. Figure measures
approximately 7" tall. Item is brand new, never opened, and still in
the original packaging. The box is in overall great condition and has
minimal signs of wear, mostly on the corners and perimeter due to
storage. Please see pictures for further condition details.

American McGee's Alice White Rabbit Figure29

This issue reprints X-Men #17 from 1966. VG/VG+ condition.
X-Men #70 (1971)30

A new in box, factory sealed Boba Fett in the Sarlacc Pit figure
made exclusively for Target by Hasbro in 2006. Figure is in

Star Wars Unleashed Boba Fett Sarlacc Pit Figure31
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LOT #
excellent condition as it is still sealed in original packaging.
Cannister bubble measures approximately 12" tall and 8 3/4" in
diameter. Packaging is in great condition with minor surface scuffs
and sticker peel. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

7 Silver Age issues. #82 is the 1st appearance of Adaptoid. Fair to
GD+ with foxing and brittleness. #82 has clipped coupon, story
affected.

Tales of Suspense #82/84/87/88/92/93/9532

Two Star Wars Galactic Heroes sets including an Episode I "Battle
of Naboo" set and Episode III "Battle of Mustafar" set that were
exclusive to Target and Toys R' Us. Figures are in excellent
condition as they are sealed in original packaging. Boxes measures
approximately 15"x 8 5/8"x5". Overall boxes are in good condition
and show some signs of wear including a concave dent to the
upper package of the Mustafar set as well as some small surface
scratches. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Star Wars Episode I + III Galactic Heroes Figure S33

15 mostly Bronze Age comics. You get all pictured. VG- to FN
range.

DC Comics Bronze Age Comic Lot34

Superman's Girl Friend Lois Lane. Includes issues
#72,76,78,81,84,85,88,82,105-109,115 and 136. Filler to GD+
range.

Lois Lane Group of (15) Silver to Bronze Comics35

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like Superman,
Batman, Justice League, and more! Comics are mostly modern
and in the VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens
from the Silver and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to
FN+ range. May include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box36

Two new in box, sealed Star Wars figures made by Hasbro from
the early 2000's including a 2002 Return Of The Jedi A-Wing
Fighter and a 2005 Revenge Of The Sith Interactive Call Upon
Yoda. Figures are in great condition as they have not been
removed from their original packaging. Due to non-removal, Yoda
remains untested. A-Wing box measures 14"x9"x5 1/2" and Yoda
measures 13 1/2"x 7 1/2"x5". Overall both items are in great
condition with small signs of wear including surface scuffing to the
boards and bubbles as well. Please see photos for further details
and conditions.

Early 2000's Star Wars Hasbro Figures SEALED37

A group of mostly vintage Underground/Small Press Comix. You
get all pictured. Most have adult themes. GD+ to VG overall.

Underground Comix Lot38

LOT #

A new in box, factory sealed  Marvel Legends Build A Figure
She-Hulk by Hasbro from 2008. Figure is a part of the Fin Fang
Foom wave 1 and is in excellent condition as it is still sealed in
original packaging. Box measures approximately 11 7/8"x 8
1/2"x3". Overall box is in great condition with minor surface scuffs
to the bubble as well as blunted corners and some curve to the
board. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Marvel Legends She-Hulk BAF Hasbro 2008 Figure39

2nd appearance of Hawk and Dove. Filler to GD- range.
Hawk and Dove #1 (x5)/(1968) DC40

A new in box, factory sealed  Marvel Legends Build A Figure
She-Hulk by Hasbro from 2007. Figure is a part of the Blob wave 1
and is in excellent condition as it is still sealed in original
packaging. Box measures approximately 11 7/8"x 8 1/2"x3". Overall
box is in good condition with minor surface scuffs to the bubble as
well as blunted corners, creasing and some curve to the board.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Marvel Legends She-Hulk BAF Hasbro 2007 Figure41

(10) 3-D covers for modern comics that feature classic and key
issue covers. You get all pictured. NM condition.

Marvel Legacy 3-D Cover Lot of (10)42

a new in box, factory sealed Walmart Exclusive Galactic Heroes
Millennium Falcon set.  Figures and ship are in excellent condition
as they are sealed in original packaging. Box measures
approximately 14 1/2"x 12"x7 5/8". Overall box is in great condition
with minor surface scratches, and edgewear. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

Star Wars Galactic Heroes Millennium Falcon43

A complete set of six bean bag plushies of the Star Wars parody,
Farce Wars: The Fantom Meanies, produced by The Idea Factory
in 1999. They range approximately 6-8 inches in height. Items are
new with original tags and are in overall beautiful condition. Please
see pictures for further condition details.

FARCE WARS Fantom Meanies Bean Bag Plush Lot of (644

15 mostly Bronze Age comics. You get all pictured. VG- to FN+
range. Conan The Barbarian #41 is missing its Marvel Value
Stamp.

Marvel Comics Bronze Age Comic Lot45

14 comics. Jack Kirby and Joe Simon art and story. 9 copies of #1
and 5 copies of #2. VG- to VG+ range.

Boy Commandos #1 (x9) + #2 (x5) 1973/Kirby46

Three new in box Barbie dolls produced by Mattel in various years.
Includes a Special Edition Sweet Spring, Fairy Topia, and Holiday
Joy Barbie. All dolls are in excellent conditions as they are brand
new, never opened, and still in the original packaging. Overall, the
boxes are in great visual condition with varying degrees of shelf

Barbie Mattel Doll Lot of (3)47
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LOT #
wear. Please see photos for further conditions and details. You get
all pictured.

15 mostly Bronze Age comics. You get all pictured. VG- to FN+
range.

DC Comics Bronze Age Comic Lot48

Four factory sealed figures from Tim Burton's 'The Nightmare
Before Christmas' produced by Hasbro in 1993. Includes The
Mayor, Evil Scientist Dr Finklestein, Werewolf, and Behemoth. The
Mayor figure measures approximately 7 1/4" tall for size reference
where as the card over all measures 11 1/2" x 7 3/4". Items are
brand new, never opened, and still on the original card. The
packaging is in nice shape but does exhibit signs of shelf wear,
particularly seen through warping and scuffs on the cards. Please
see photos for further conditions and details.

The Nightmare Before Christmas 1993 Hasbro Figures49

In issue #11, Beast undergoes a mutation which grows gray hair all
over his body. #15 is the 1st appearance of Griffin and the first
appearance of Beast with blue fur. #11 is VG- and #15 is VG.

Amazing Adventures #11 + #15/Key Beast (X-Men)50

A new in box, factory sealed Jack and Sally from Tim Burton's 'The
Nightmare Before Christmas' figures produced exclusively for the
Disney Store. Dolls are in excellent condition as they have never
been removed from their original packaging. Jack measures
approximately 10" and Sally measures approximately 8 1/2" for
reference. Box is in great condition with minor signs of storage
wear including some edge wear along the top and bottom. Please
see photos for further conditions and details.

The Nightmare Before Christmas Jack + Sally Disney51

#436 is the 1st appearance of Tim Drake, later becomes Robin.
VF+ to NM overall.

Batman #436-439/Year 3 Set/1st Tim Drake52

Four Burger King exclusive 'Nightmare Before Christmas' watches
from 1993. Watch designs include "Halloweentown", "Bats and
Cats", "Pumpkins", and "Christmastown". Watches are bubble
wrapped in original packaging. Watches measure approximately 9"
in length and are not tested. Overall, the boxes are in good visual
condition with varying degrees of shelf wear including some minor
creasing near the openings of the boxes. Please see photos for
further conditions and details.

The Nightmare Before Christmas 1993 Watch Set of (53

Approximately 180-200 comics from publishers like IDW, Image,
Dark Horse, and more! Comics are overall VF to NM, with some
grading lower. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box54

15 assorted horror comics. Mostly Bronze Age. You get all pictured.
VG- to FN+ range.

Bronze Age Horror Comic Lot55

LOT #

Three new in box, sealed DC Super Hero figures including a 2003
Justice League Wonder Woman 10" figure by Mattel, 2003
Batman: Girls Of Gotham City by Hasbro and a 1999 fully poseable
Supergirl figure by Hasbro. Figures are all in excellent condition as
they are all new in box. Supergirl's packaging measures 13 1/8" for
reference. Overall, the boxes are in good visual condition with
varying degrees of shelf wear including some minor surface scuffs
and corner wear. Please see photos for further conditions and
details.

DC Superhero SEALED Figure Lot of (3)56

Two new in box, factory sealed DC Universe Figure 2-Packs
including a 2008 Adam Strange + Starfire "Space Heroes", and a
2009 Romat-Ru + Karu-Sil "The Color Of Fear". Figures are in
excellent condition as they are brand new in box. Boxes measure
approximately 9"x10 1/2"x4" for references and come with original
shipping packaging. Boxes are in great visual condition with
minimal to no signs of wear. Please see photos for further
conditions and details.

DC Universe 2-Pack Figures Lot of (2)57

Aquaman #35 (GD-/GD condition) is the 1st appearance of Black
Manta. Brave and the Bold #73 (GD-/GD) is the 1st appearance of
Nuidis Vulko, a close ally of Aquaman.

Aquaman #35 + Brave and the Bold #73/Key!58

A Planet of the Apes Taylor Astronaut ultra-detail figure produced
by Medicom in 2000. Figure is new in box, never opened or
removed. It is approximately 6 1/2 inches in height. Overall, the
packaging is in great condition and has minimal signs of wear,
mostly on corners or perimeter due to storage. Please see pictures
for further condition details.

Planet of the Apes Taylor Astronaut Figure 2000 Me59

Daredevil and Black Widow's ongoing team-up begins in issue #81.
#79 features a cameo appearance of Stan Lee with his wife Jane
Clayton Boocock. GD+/VG- to VG range.

Daredevil #60/74/79/81 Black Widow/Stan Lee60

Two new in box, factory sealed G.I. Joe 12" figures by Hasbro
made in 2000. Figures include Billy Yank the Union Soldier and
Johnny Reb the Confederate soldier. Figures are in excellent
condition as they are new in box. Boxes are in visually excellent
condition as they come with original shipping sleeve. Please see
photos for further conditions and details.

G.I. Joe 12" Billy Yank + Johnny Reb SEALED Figure61

15 mostly Bronze Age comics. You get all pictured. VG- to FN+
range.

Marvel Comics Bronze Age Comic Lot62

A new in box, factory sealed Star Wars The Force Unleashed
Battle Rancor With Felucian Rider and Saddle by Hasbro 2008.
Figures are in excellent condition as package is sealed. Box

Star Wars The Force Unleashed Battle Rancor With F63
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LOT #
measures approximately 15"x 14"x10" Overall packaging is in great
condition with minimal to no wear. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

A new in box, factory sealed Playmobil 5755 Christmas My Take
Along Holiday Home playset made in 2004. Set comes with all 85
pieces and is in excellent condition as it is new in box. Box
measures approximately 14"x 9 1/2"x 13 5/8" and is in great visual
condition with minor signs of storage wear including some mild
blunt to the corners. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Playmobil Christmas 5755 My Take Along Holiday Hom64

10 copies. 1st appearance and origin of OMAC, One Man Army
Corps, controlled by Brother Eye. VG+ to VF range.

OMAC #1 (x10) 1974/Jack Kirby65

A new in box Playmate Of The Year 1997 Victoria Silvstedt
Playboy Doll. Doll is in excellent condition as she has not been
removed from box and stands approximately 16" tall. Box is in
overall great visual condition with minor signs of wear including
minor debris speckling on the backside of the box. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

Playmate Of The Year 1997 Victoria Silvstedt Playb66

A new in box, factory sealed Rudolph And The Island Of Misfit
Toys Abominable Snowman figure from 2000 by Memory Lane.
Figure is in excellent condition as it is still sealed in original
packaging. Figure stands approximately 8" tall. Bubble and card
are in excellent condition with minimal to no wear such as scuffs or
scratches. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Rudolph And The Island Of Misfit Toys Abominable S67

15 mostly Bronze Age comics. You get all pictured. VG- to FN-
range.

DC Comics Bronze Age Comic Lot68

A John Deere Barbie from the Pink Label Collection by Mattel that
comes in box with Certificate of Authenticity. Barbie appears with
all accessories in excellent condition and has never been removed
from display elastics or bindings. Box appears in overall great
visual condition with a minor spot of sticker wear on the bottom
face. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Barbie John Deere Pink Label Collector Doll - 200769

#4 is the 1st appearance of Barbara Norris as Valkyrie and Valkyrie
joins the Defenders. #11 is part 8 of the Avengers/Defenders War.
VG to FN- range.

Defenders #4/11/37/38 Key Valkyrie70

A new in box, factory sealed Harley Quinn Legacy Edition Figure
for DC Universe Batman Arkham City from 2011. Figure stands
approximately 6" tall and is in excellent condition as it has never
been removed from original packaging. Box, bubble, and card are
in overall excellent visual condition and free of scratches, scuffs,

DC Universe Batman Arkham City Harley Quinn Legacy71

LOT #
and dents as the item comes in original shipping bag and box.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

8 copies with 3 different covers. An immortal warrior performs
dangerous jobs for the U.S. government in exchange for the truth
about his own existence. Written by Keanu Reeves and Matt Kindt.
NM condition.

Brzrkr #1 (x8)/Keanu Reeves w/Variants72

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like Thor,
Thunderbolts, Namor, and more! Comics are mostly modern and in
the VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens from the
Silver and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range.
May include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

Marvel Comics Short Box73

A Ben Roethlisberger of the Pittsburgh Steelers NFL Vinyl Figure
by Upper Deck. Figure is approximately 11" tall and in excellent
condition as it appears to have never been removed from original
display. Box appears in great overall visual condition with small
signs of wear including a corner crease near the opening flap, as
well as a 1/4" scuff to the bubble. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

Ben Roethlisberger Upper Deck NFL Vinyl Figure74

A group of mostly vintage Underground/Small Press Comix. You
get all pictured. Most have adult themes. GD+ to FN range.

Underground Comix Lot75

Two 1984 Elegante Dolls by Dakin including a 16" Mad Hatter and
a 16" White Rabbit by artist Faith Wick. Dolls come with all
accessories and booklet in their original boxes. Dolls appear in
good condition with some signs of wear including some minor
staining/discoloration to the White Rabbit's collar, as well as some
loose hair on the Mad Hatter. Boxes appear in overall good visual
condition with signs of storage and wear including spots of
discoloration, blunted corners, and some mild denting. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

Elegante Mad Hatter + White Rabbit Vintage Dolls76

A collection of six figure sets from the Star Wars Digital Release
Commemorative Collection including sets from Episodes I to
Episode VI from 2014 by Hasbro. Collective 24 figures in total are
in excellent condition as they are all factory sealed. Boxes,
bubbles, and dust jackets are in great visual condition with minimal
wear such as a light bend to the pull tab of the dust jackets. Please
see photos for further details and conditions.

Star Wars Digital Release Commemorative Collection77

#282 and 283 are the first cameo and full appearance of Bishop.
#284 is his 2nd appearance. #281 is the 1st appearance of Trevor
Fitzroy. NM condition.

X-Men #281-284/1st Bishop78
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Four new in box, factory sealed Star Wars figures from the 2014
Black Series by Hasbro. Figures include #5 The Pilot, #6 Yoda, #7
Clone Trooper Sergeant, and #9 Han Solo (Storm Trooper
Disguise). Figures vary in height and are in excellent condition as
they are new in box. Boxes are in great visual condition as well
with some signs of storage including surface scuffs to the bubbles.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Star Wars 2014 Black Series Figures Lot of (4)79

#62 is the 1st cameo appearance of the Leader and #63 is his first
full appearance. Filler to GD- One copy of each is missing
centerfold and story is affected.

Tales to Astonish #62 (x2)/#63 (x2)/1st Leader80

A new in box, factory sealed exclusive Muppets Steppin' Out
Bunsen + Beaker figure set by Wizard World that was only
available from May 30 - June 1, 2003. Figures are in excellent
condition as they are new in box which measures approximately 7"
tall for reference. Box is in excellent visual condition as well as it
comes in original shipping packaging. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

Muppets Steppin' Out Bunsen + Beaker Figure Set81

10 copies! DC Treasury Edition (1974) #21 features Shazam the
original Captain Marvel. Art by C.C. Beck. This treasury sized
collector's edition features six stories starring the Marvel Family, a
feature on how to draw the Marvel Family, a super-size pin-up, a
3-D diorama cut-out, and a behind the scene feature with C.C.
Beck. Guest-starring Mary Marvel and Captain Marvel Jr. and
featuring the evil genius of Dr. Sivana. 80 pages. VG to FN+ range.

Shazam (1973) DC Treasury Edition #C-21 (x10)82

Three new in box, factory sealed 2001 Star Wars Silver
Anniversary Figure sets including Han Solo + Chewbacca, Luke +
Leia, and Obi-Wan + Darth Vader. Figures are in excellent
condition as packages are sealed. Figures vary in size, but box
measures 7 1/4" tall for reference. Overall packaging is in good
condition with some tearing to the bottom facing card on the Luke +
Leia set. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Star Wars Silver Anniversary Figure Set Lot of (3)83

Marvel Legends Infinite Series Avengers collector's edition figure
set of Ultron, Hulk, and Marvel's Vision.  They are 2015 Hasbro
manufactured figures, roughly 6 to 8 inches in height. They are new
in box, never opened or removed. The box is in fairly good
condition with minimal signs of visible wear, mostly on the corners
or perimeter due to storage. Please see pictures for further
condition details.

Marvel Legends Ultron/Hulk/Vision Infinite Series84

In issue #2, Silver Surfer briefly becomes the Void Knight, a herald
of Knull. #3 features origin stories for Silver Surfer and Galactus.
NM condition.

Silver Surfer Black #2 + #3/Void Knight/Knull85

LOT #

Two new in box, factory sealed 2014 Disney's Maleficent dolls
including Maleficent and Beloved Aurora by Jakk's Pacific. Dolls
are in excellent condition as they are new in box. Boxes measure
approximately 14 1/4"x 7"x 3" for reference. Overall packaging is in
great condition with minimal to no surface scuffs to the bubble, but
some tape is starting to loosen. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

Disney's Maleficent + Aurora Dolls SEALED86

Nine new in box, factory sealed Star Wars Power Of The Jedi
Collection 2 figures by Hasbro from 2001. Figures include Darth
Maul with Sith Attack Droid, Lando Calrissian, Queen Amidala and
more.  Figures are in excellent condition as they are still sealed in
original box. Overall boxes are in great condition with minor surface
scuffs to the bubble. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Star Wars Power Of The Jedi SEALED Figures Lot of87

(3) 13" x 19" wood wall plaques with classic/key covers. You get all
pictured.

Avengers/Capt. America Comic Wall Art Lot of (3)88

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like Batman,
Superman, Green Lantern, and more! Comics are mostly modern
and in the VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens
from the Silver and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to
FN+ range. May include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box89

1st appearance of Red Sonja. VG/VG+ condition.
Conan the Barbarian #23/1st Red Sonja90

A new in box, factory sealed B-Wing Fighter with Sullustan Pilot by
Hasbro in 2001. Ship and figure are in excellent condition as they
are still sealed in original box. Box measures approximately
24"x10"x5 3/8". Overall box is in great condition with minor surface
scuffs to the bubble as well as some blunting to corners. Please
see photos for further details and conditions.

Star Wars Power Of The Jedi  B-Wing Fighter w/ Pil91

58-71,73,80-82,85-87,and 89-100. NM-/NM condition.
Marvel Comics Presents Group of (32) #58-10092

A new in box, factory sealed 2005 LEGO Star Wars 7259 ARC-170
Starfighter. LEGO set comes with all 396 pieces as it is brand new
and never opened. Box measures 17"x11 1/4"x 2 1/4" and is in
excellent condition with minimal to no wear. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

LEGO Star Wars 7259 ARC-170 Starfighter (396 pcs)93

A new in box, factory sealed 2005 7260 Wookiee Catamaran.
LEGO set comes with all 376 pieces as it is brand new and never
opened. Box measures 18 3/4"x11 1/4"x 3" and is in excellent
condition with minimal to no wear. Please see photos for further

LEGO Star Wars 7260 Wookiee Catamaran (376 pcs) SE94

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
details and conditions.

15 mostly Bronze Age comics. You get all pictured. VG- to VG+
range.

Western Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot95

Nine new in box, factory sealed Star Wars The Legacy Collection
Build-A-Droid figures by Hasbro from 2009. Figures include Luke
Skywalker, Princess Leia, Tarados Gon and more.  Figures appear
to build C-3P0 and HK-47. Figures are in excellent condition as
they are still sealed in original box. Overall boxes are in great
condition with minor surface scuffs to the bubble. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

Star Wars The Legacy Collection Build-A-Droid Figu96

A Marvel Legends Infinite Series Thor figure from the Avengers
movies produced by Hasbro in 2015.  Figure is roughly 7 1/2 to 8
inches in height. There is a leg piece for a Build A Figure of The
Allfather included. Figure is new in box, never opened or removed.
The box is in fairly good condition, there are some minor scratches
and scuffs on the plastic bubble, and minor wear on the corners
due to storage. Please see pictures for further condition details.

Marvel Legends Thor Infinite Series Avengers Figur97

5 copies of #7 and #10 from the 1970s series. #7 is the first
meeting of Swamp Thing and Batman. #10 has the final Bernie
Wrightson art on a Swamp Thing title. VG to FN+ range.

Swamp Thing #7(x5)/#10(x5) 1970s/Wrightson98

Three new in box, factory sealed 2008 Star Wars Evolutions Figure
sets including Jedi Legacy, Sith Legacy, and Vader's Secret
Apprentice Line. Collective 9 figures are in excellent condition as
boxes are sealed. Overall packaging is in great condition with
minor wear such as scuffing or surface wear to the bubble. Please
see photos for further details and conditions.

Star Wars Evolutions Sith, Jedi, + Vader's Secret99

1st appearance of Archie as the superhero Pureheart. VG
condition.

Life with Archie #42/1st Pureheart/Superhero100

15 mostly Bronze Age comics. You get all pictured. VG to FN+/VF-
range.

Marvel Comics Bronze Age Comic Lot101

#148 is the 1st full appearance of Kaluu and the origin of the
Ancient One. #150 is the 1st appearance of Umar, Dormammu’s
sister and the first artwork at Marvel by John Buscema. GD+/VG
with foxing and brittleness.

Strange Tales #148/149/150/160 1st Kaluu/Umar102

Eight new in box, factory sealed Star Wars Saga Collection figures
by Hasbro from 2006. Figures include Luke Skywalker, Han Solo,
Target Exclusive General Grievous and more. Figures include
exclusive hologram mini-figure. Figures are in excellent condition

Star Wars Saga Collection Episode III+IV Figures L103

LOT #
as they are still sealed in original box. Overall boxes are in great
condition with minor surface scuffs to the bubble. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

A new in box, factory sealed Luke Skywalker and Wampa from the
2014 Black Series by Hasbro. Figures are in excellent condition as
they are new in box. Box is in great visual condition with some
signs of storage including surface scuffs and blunting to the box
corners. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Star Wars 2014 Black Series Luke Skywalker and Wam104

15 mostly Bronze Age comics. You get all pictured. VG- to FN
range.

DC Comics Bronze Age Comic Lot105

A Marvel Legends Infinite Series Maidens of Might Scarlet Witch
figure. It was manufactured in 2015 by Hasbro, and measures
about 6" in height. There is a head piece for The Allfather Build A
Figure included. It is new in box, never opened or removed. The
box is in fairly great condition with minimal signs of visible wear,
mostly on the corners and perimeter due to storage. Please see
pictures for further condition details.

Marvel Legends Scarlet Witch Maidens of Might Figu106

Two new in box, factory sealed Marvel Legends Build-A-Figures
King-Hulk and Wendigo by Hasbro from 2008. Figure are a part of
the Fin Fang Foom wave 1 and are in excellent condition as they
are still sealed in original packaging. Overall boxes are in great
condition with minor surface scuffs to the bubbles as well as
blunted corners and some curve to the board. Please see photos
for further details and conditions.

Marvel Legends King Hulk + Wendigo BAF Hasbro 2008107

#1 is the 1st appearance of Captain Marvel, Captain Marvel Jr.
Doctor Sivana and Mary Marvel since the Golden Age. #2 is the
introduction of Mr. Tawky Tawny and Mr. Mind to DC Comics. #8 is
a reprint of The Marvel Family #1 (1945), the first appearance of
Black Adam. #1 is VF, #8 is FN+, and the lot is overall VG- to VF.

Shazam! #1/2/4-11 (1973) 1st Black Adam108

Approximately 180-200 comics from publishers like Malibu, Valiant,
Dark Horse, and more! Comics are overall VF to NM, with some
grading lower. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box109

#79 is a classic battle of the Hulk vs Hercules. #81 is the 1st
appearance of Boomerang. #82 is the first title crossover issue with
Tales of Suspense #80. Filler to GD+ range, #79 has a missing
panel that doesn't affect story. All have some foxing and brittleness
issues.

Tales to Astonish #71-73/78-83110

A new in box, factory sealed 2002 LEGO Star Wars 7113Tusken
Raider Encounter. LEGO set comes with all 90 pieces as it is brand
new and never opened. Box measures 7 1/2"x 5"x 1 3/4" and is in

LEGO Star Wars 7113 Tusken Raider Encounter (90 pc111

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
good condition with signs of wear including blunted corners, slight
dents, and light scuffing. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

A group of mostly vintage Underground/Small Press Comix. You
get all pictured. Most have adult themes. GD+ to VG+ range.

Underground Comix Lot112

Marvel Famous Cover Series Mr. Fantastic and Invisible Woman
Target Exclusive special collector's edition pack produced by Toy
Biz 1998. Figures are about 8 inches in height. Items have never
been opened and the figures are still sealed in original packaging.
The box is in great shape but has very minimal signs of wear,
mostly on the corners and perimeter due to storage. Please see
pictures for further condition details and examples.

Marvel Mr. Fantastic & Invisible Woman Famous Cove113

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like Spider-Man,
Hulk, Captain America, and more! Comics are mostly modern and
in the VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens from the
Silver and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range.
May include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

Marvel Comics Short Box114

12 Silver to Bronze Age comics. Includes #47,48,51,53-59,64 and
70. GD+ to VG with some foxing and brittleness.

Sgt. Fury Group of (12) #47-70115

A new in box, factory sealed 2016 Lieutenant Uhura from Star Trek
Barbie from the Black Label Collection by Mattel. Barbie appears
with all accessories in excellent condition and has never been
removed from box. Box appears in overall excellent visual condition
with a minimal to no wear. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Barbie Lieutenant Uhura Star Trek Black Label Coll116

A Santa Claus is Comin' to Town North Pole Mail Truck with SD
Kluger figure from 2004. Truck set is brand new, never opened,
and in the original packaging. Horn appears to work! The box is in
overall excellent condition with light shelf wear. Please see photos
for further details and conditions.

Santa Claus Is Comin' To Town North Pole Mail Truc117

15 assorted horror comics. Mostly Bronze Age. You get all pictured.
GD+ to FN overall.

Bronze Age Horror Comic Lot118

A Santa Claus is Comin' to Town Winter's Reform snowscape set
with Winter, Kris Kringle, and Topper figure from 2004. Set is brand
new, never opened, and in the original packaging. The box is in
overall good condition, however the bubble displays a 2 1/" long
crack and a missing piece of plastic. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

Santa Claus Is Comin' To Town Winter's Reform Figu119

LOT #

Lot includes #197,199,201,203-205,207,208,218 and 223. #199 is
the 1st appearance of Ego-Prime. #201 is the 1st appearance of
Blackworld and the origin of Ego-Prime. #203 is the 1st team
appearance of the Young Gods. #208 is the 1st appearance of
Mercurio the 4-D Man. GD+/VG- overall.

Thor Bronze Age Group of (10) #197-223/Ego-Prime120

12 consecutive Silver Age issues.  VG to VG+ range with foxing
and brittle pages.

Sgt. Fury and His Howling Commandos #37-46121

15 mostly Bronze Age comics. You get all pictured. GD- to VF
range. Marvel Premiere #30 is missing value stamp, story affected.

Marvel Comics Bronze Age Comic Lot122

A new in box, factory sealed 'Battle of Endor' Empire Strikes Back
Battle Pack by Hasbro from 2007 that was a Target Exclusive.
Figures are in excellent condition as they are still sealed in original
packaging. Box measures approximately 18"x13"x9". Overall box is
in excellent condition with minimal to no surface scuffs to the
bubble. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Star Wars The Battle Of Endor 30th Anniversary Ult123

Four new in box, factory sealed exclusive Star Wars Clone Trooper
Builder packs by Entertainment Earth. Packs include Colored Clone
Troopers with Battle Damage, White Clone Troopers with Battle
Damage, Clone Troopers without Battle Damage, and White Clone
Troopers without Battle Damage. Figures and boxes are in
excellent condition as they have not been removed from their
sealed shipping boxes. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Star Wars Clone Trooper 4 packs Entertainment Eart124

12 Silver Age issues. Includes #22,23,24,26,27,28, and 31-36. GD
to VG range with foxing and brittleness.

Sgt. Fury Group of (12) #22-36125

Nine new in box, factory sealed Star Wars The Legacy Collection
with several Build-A-Droid figures by Hasbro from 2009. Figures
include Emperor Palpatine, Princess Leia, Captain Typho and
more.  Figures appear to build C-3P0 and HK-47. Figures are in
excellent condition as they are still sealed in original box. Overall
boxes are in great condition with minor surface scuffs to the
bubble. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Star Wars The Legacy Collection Build-A-Droid Figu126

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like The JLA,
The Titans, Batman, and more! Comics are mostly modern and in
the VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens from the
Silver and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range.
May include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box127

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

15 mostly Bronze Age comics. You get all pictured. VG- to FN+
range.

DC Comics Bronze Age Comic Lot128

Lot of six plush Prestige Peanuts 50 year celebration Happy
Valentine's Day toys. Includes three Woodstock and three Snoopy
plush toys which measure approximately 7" for size reference.
They hold signs that say "I Love You", "Best Friends" or "You're
Special". All of the plushies have a working squeaker inside them
and all have their original tags attached. They have minimal signs
of wear with no major rips or stains on the plushies. Please see
pictures for further condition details.

Snoopy & Woodstock Prestige Happy Valentine's Day129

Battle of Hulk vs. Thing. Retitled Giant-Size Fantastic Four with
issue #2. GD/GD+ condition.

Giant-Size Superstars #1 (1974) Hulk Vs. Thing130

Ten new in box, factory sealed Star Wars Revenge Of The Sith
figures by Hasbro from 2005. Figures include Anakin Skywalker,
Captain Antilles, Clone Trooper and more. Figures are in excellent
condition as they are sealed in original packaging. Overall boxes
are in great condition with minor surface scuffs to the bubble and
store-placed stickers. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Star Wars Revenge Of The Sith Collection 2005 Hasb131

5 movie adaptations and The Greatest Joker Stories ever told trade
paperback.  NM condition.

Batman Movie Adaptation/TPB Lot132

Two new in box, factory sealed Marvel Legends Build-A-Figures
Savage Grey Hulk and Doc Samson by Hasbro from 2008. Figure
are a part of the Fin Fang Foom wave 1 and are in excellent
condition as they are still sealed in original packaging. Overall
boxes are in great condition with minor surface scuffs to the
bubbles as well as blunted corners and some curve to the board.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Marvel Legends Savage Grey Hulk + Doc Samson BAF H133

Eight new in box, factory sealed Star Wars Saga Collection figures
by Hasbro from 2006. Figures include Darth Vader, Luke
Skywalker, Hem Dazon and more. Figures include exclusive
hologram mini-figure. Figures are in excellent condition as they are
still sealed in original box. Overall boxes are in great condition with
minor surface scuffs to the bubble. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

Star Wars Saga Collection Episode IV+V Figures Lot134

15 assorted horror comics. Mostly Bronze Age. You get all pictured.
VG- to FN+ range.

Bronze Age Horror Comic Lot135

LOT #

A vintage Illco 1991 CTS Sesame Street Circus 16 piece playset.
Playset is brand new, never opened, and still in the original
packaging. Includes: an arena, wagon, 3 characters, lion, tiger,
horse, seal, elephant, barrel, animal wagon, trampoline, ring, and
scooter. The box is in nice shape but has visible signs of moderate
wear, mostly on the corners and perimeter. There a visible scuff,
dents, and scratches. Please see pictures for further condition
details.

Sesame Street Circus 16 Piece Play Set 1991136

Seven Schleich Ritter Fantasy Elf figures by Schleich. Includes
Feya, Falaroy, Nuray, Turag and more! All items are brand new
and still attached to the original card. Conditions vary from item to
item, however, most items are in nice shape with light signs of
storage wear such as blunted corners. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

Schleich Ritter Fantasy Elf Figure Lot of (7)137

19 comics. 8 Tarzan and 11 Korak issues. Includes the 1st DC
issues from each series. VG- to VF range.

Tarzan + Korak Son of Tarzan Bronze Lot138

Nine new in box, factory sealed Star Wars Revenge Of The Sith
figures by Hasbro from 2005. Figures include Anakin Skywalker,
Clone Commander and more. Figures are in excellent condition as
they are sealed in original packaging. Overall boxes are in good
condition with minor surface scuffs to the bubble, store-placed
stickers and minor dents to the card. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

Star Wars Revenge Of The Sith Collection 2005 Hasb139

#1 is the 2nd appearance of Carol Danvers and Ronan the
Accuser. 3rd appearance of Captain Marvel. Filler to GD+ range.

Captain Marvel #1/2/7/10 Key140

A new in box E.T.: The Extra Terrestrial official limited edition Toys
R Us movie figurine set. Comes with figurine display base, also has
touch activated sound which still works great. Display stands
roughly 9" tall, and 23" long ways, with seven total character
figures from the film. This set was initially released at a limited
8,000 pieces, in the year 2001. Figures are brand new, never
opened, and still in the original box. The packaging is in great
shape with light storage wear such as bunted corners and
abrasions being present along the edges of the box. See pictures
for further condition detail.

E.T. Limited Edition Toys R Us Figure Collection141

A group of mostly vintage Underground/Small Press Comix. You
get all pictured. Most have adult themes. VG- to FN range.

Underground Comix Lot142

Two 1984 Elegante Dolls by Dakin including a 16" Alice In
Wonderland and a 16" Queen Of Hearts by artist Faith Wick. Dolls
come with all accessories and booklet in their original boxes. Dolls

Elegante Alice In Wonderland + Queen Of Hearts Vin143
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LOT #
appear in great condition with minimal signs of shelf wear. Boxes
appear in overall good visual condition with signs of storage and
wear including spots of discoloration, blunted corners, and some
mild denting. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Two new in box, factory sealed 2007 Marvel Legends Cannonball &
Domino as well as a 2007 Cable & Marvel Girl. Figures are in
excellent condition as packages are sealed. Cards and bubbles
measure 12"x 9"x 3". Overall packaging is in good condition with
some storage wear to the bubble and blunted corners. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

Marvel Legends Cannon Ball/Domino and Cable/Marvel144

25 polybagged issues. Included in the bags are 5 sets of all 5
cards. These are all Negative Captain America UPC variants as
well. NM condition.

X-Force #1 (x25) 5 Sets W/All 5 Cards145

Approximately 180-200 comics from publishers like Valiant, Image,
Dark Horse, and more! Comics are overall VF to NM, with some
grading lower. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box146

A collection of eleven plush Star Wars Itty Bittys made for
Hallmark. Plushes include Hoth Collector set (Luke, Han, Tauntaun
and a Wampa), as well as a Collector (Luke, C-3P0, Obi-Wan, and
a Jawa), Luke & Leia, and a Storm Trooper. Plushes vary in
condition from good to great as many are still attached to their
original cards, but are generally free of stains or rips. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

Star Wars Hallmark Itty Bittys Plush Sets (11 Plus147

15 assorted horror comics. Mostly Bronze Age. You get all pictured.
VG to FN+/VF- range.

Bronze Age Horror Comic Lot148

Nine new in box, factory sealed Star Wars Revenge Of The Sith
figures by Hasbro from 2005. Figures include Anakin Skywalker,
Utapaun Warrior and more. Figures are in excellent condition as
they are sealed in original packaging. Overall boxes are in good
condition with minor surface scuffs to the bubble, store-placed
stickers and minor dents to the card. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

Star Wars Revenge Of The Sith Collection 2005 Hasb149

Hulk's first use of the words 'Hulk Smash' as a standalone phrase
occurs in issue #88. Filler to GD+ range.

Tales to Astonish #78/84-89 Hulk Smash!150

A complete 1984 Fisher Price Zoo that comes with all 29 pieces
and 13 extras. Playset appears in good condition with signs of wear
including light surface scratches and small spots of debris. Box is in
good condition with signs of wear including discoloration, brittle
tape, and blunted corners. Box measures 18"x 16"x11". Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

Complete 1984 Fisher-Price Zoo w/ Extras151

LOT #

9 issue. Bronze Age barbarian fun! VG+ to VF- range.
Kull the Conqueror #8-16152

Two Star Wars Galactic Heroes sets including an Episode V "Battle
of Hoth" set and Clone Wars "Jedi Starfighter" set that were
exclusive to Toys R' Us. Figures are in excellent condition as they
are sealed in original packaging. Boxes measures approximately
15"x 8 5/8"x5". Overall boxes are in good condition and show some
signs of wear including a concave dent to the upper package of the
Hoth set as well as some small surface scratches. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

Star Wars Episode V + Clone Wars Galactic Heroes F153

Three Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Dimension X figures, which
includes April O'Neil, Casey Jones, and Robug. All figures were
produced by Playmates Toys in 2015 and the Newtralizer figure
measures approximately 5" tall for size reference. All items are
brand new, never opened, and still on the original card. Overall the
packaging for these items are in great condition, however they do
exhibit signs of light storage wear, namely present through scuffing
along the edges of the card. See pictures for further condition
details.

TMNT Dimension X April O'Neil/Casey Jones/Robug Fi154

10 copies. 1974. Limited Collectors' Edition: Shazam. Size is 10 x
13-1/2". GD+/FN- overall.

Shazam (1973) DC Treasury Edition #C-27 (x10)155

A collection of over ten plush toys, seven ornaments, and five vinyl
figures of various Winnie the Pooh characters such as Pooh,
Tigger, Piglet, and more. Items range in condition from new in bag
to used and in good condition. Plushes show a variety of wear
including some matting of fur, spots of discoloration, and few tears.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Winnie the Pooh Vintage to Modern Toy Lot156

Three new in box, factory sealed 2000 Star Wars Power Of The
Jedi 12" Bounty Hunter dolls. Dolls include Bossk, IG-88, and
4-LOM. Figures are in excellent condition as they are new in box
and come with all accessories. Boxes are in good to great condition
with small amounts of shelf wear such as some blunted corners,
loosened but still attached factory tape. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

Star Wars Power of The Jedi Bounty Hunters12" Figu157

(10) 3-D covers for modern comics that feature classic and key
issue covers. You get all pictured. NM condition.

Marvel Legacy 3-D Cover Lot of (10)158

A variety of vintage advertising mascot mail away and store display
collectibles. Includes advertising mascots such as the Pillsbury
Dough Boy, the Campbell's Kids, and the Green Giant. The
Campbell Kids were used as '84 Olympics Sarajevo store displays.
The "IN"Flatabl's Green Giant is a like-new mail away item and has

Vintage Advertising Mascot Mail-Away & Store Displ159
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LOT #
not been inflated. Overall, items are in nice shape but many display
signs of moderate wear from warping, slight staining, creasing, and
abrasions being present throughout all items. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

#1 is the retconned 1st appearance of Misty Knight. #4 is a
team-up with the X-Men and #5 is the 1st appearance of
Monstroid. #1 is GD+/VG-, #4 is VG-, and #5 is VG-.

Marvel Team-Up #1/4/5 (1972) 1st Misty Knight160

A figure depicting Gretel from McFarlane's Monsters toy line,
Twisted Fairy Tales, which was produced in 2005. Measuring
roughly 6 1/2" tall, this figure is brand new, never opened, and still
on the original card. Overall, the packaging is in great condition but
does have light signs of storage wear present on the bubble. See
pictures for further condition details.

Twisted Fairy Tales Gretel McFarlane's Monsters Fi161

15 assorted horror comics. Mostly Bronze Age. You get all pictured.
GD+ to FN overall.

Bronze Age Horror Comic Lot162

Approximately 180-200 comics starring Marvel's Merry Mutants
such as X-Force, X-Factor, The X-Men, and more! Comics are
mostly modern and in the VF to NM range, but there may be some
specimens from the Silver and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in
the GD- to FN+ range. May include some duplicates. You get all
pictured.

Marvel Comics Short Box163

A variety of plush toys pertaining to advertising mascots. Features
branding characters such as the Energizer Bunny, Coca-Cola Polar
Bear, Smoky Bear and more! Conditions vary. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

Advertising Mascot Plush Toy Variety Lot164

Includes #8,9,16,22,25,27,33,34 and 36. Filler to GD+ range. #34
is missing centerfold, story affected. #22 is missing panels as well.

The Atom (DC) Silver Age Lot of (9)165

A variety of three Star Wars collectible figure and related items
including a 30th Anniversary Coin Album with Figure #1 Darth
Vader, a Star Wars Masterpiece Edition Anakin Skywalker figure
and book set, and a Star Wars Revenge of the Sith Collector's
Case 5-pack. All items are brand new, never opened, and still in
the original packaging. Each item is in overall nice shape but does
exhibit various signs of light storage wear through abrasions,
scuffing, and slight tearing at the top portion of the 30th
Anniversary Coin Album. See pictures for further condition details.

Star Wars Collectible Figure Related Lot of (3)166

A figure depicting Miss Muffet from McFarlane's Monsters toy line,
Twisted Fairy Tales, which was produced in 2005. Measuring
roughly 6 1/2" long, this figure is brand new, never opened, and still
on the original card. Overall, the packaging is in excellent condition

Twisted Fairy Tales Miss Muffet McFarlane's Monste167

LOT #
but does have light signs of storage wear present on the bubble.
See pictures for further condition details.

A group of mostly vintage Underground/Small Press Comix. You
get all pictured. Most have adult themes. GD to VG overall.

Underground Comix Lot168

A lot of three Marvel Spider-Man figures, including Green Goblin,
Venom, and a Target exclusive Spider-Man 3 Battle-Packs from
various years. All items are brand new, never opened, and still in
the original packaging. Overall, the packaging is in great condition
but does exhibit a various amount of light shelf wear including
abrasions, scuffing, and creasing. See pictures for further condition
details.

Marvel Spider-Man Figure Lot of (3)169

Every past and present Avengers member shows up for issue
#100. 90 is part 2 of the Kree/Skrull War story arc. GD+/VG-
condition.

Avengers #90/100/105 Anniversary Issue170

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like The Flash,
Superman, The Legion of Super-Heroes, and more! Comics are
mostly modern and in the VF to NM range, but there may be some
specimens from the Silver and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in
the GD- to FN+ range. May include some duplicates. You get all
pictured.

DC Comics Short Box171

9 comics. Included is the full set (#1-4) from the 1991 FantaCo
series, The Beginning #1-2 (#2 is variant cover E/Rotting), Back
From the Grave #1 (Cover L/Rotting), Hunger #1 and Just A Girl
#1 (variant cover F/Gore). NM condition.

Night of the Living Dead Comic Lot172

A Batman vs. Catwoman figure set from the Legends of Batman
toy line produced by Kenner Hasbro in 1996. Figures are brand
new, never opened, and still in the original box. Box is in overall
great condition with light signs of shelf wear. See pictures for
further condition details.

Batman Vs. Catwoman Legends of Batman Figure173

Two Preview's Exclusive figures of "Once More With Feeling" Buffy
Series 1 figure produced by Diamond Select Toys in 2005.
Measuring 5 1/2" tall, figures are brand new, never opened, and
still on the original card. Overall, the packaging for both items are
in great condition but does exhibit signs of light storage wear as
evident through slight pinching and surface scratching on the
plastic. See pictures for further condition details.

Buffy the Vampire Slayer OMWF Buffy Series 1 Figur174

15 assorted horror comics. Mostly Bronze Age. You get all pictured.
VG to FN overall.

Bronze Age Horror Comic Lot175
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LOT #

Seven Schleich Ritter medieval related figures by Schleich.
Includes knights, cavaliers, a nature set, and more! All items are
brand new and still attached to the original card. Conditions vary
from item to item, however, most items are in nice shape with light
signs of storage wear such as abrasions and tears. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

Schleich Ritter Medieval Related Figure Lot of (7)176

A variety of nine carded Star Wars figures produced by Hasbro and
Kenner from various years. Figures include Darth Vader, Storm
Trooper, Chewbacca, Han Solo, Princess Leia, and more! All items
are brand new, never opened, and still in the original packaging.
Overall, the packaging for these items appear to be in great shape
with light signs of storage wear such as abrasions, creases, and
surface scratching. See pictures for further condition details. You
get all pictured.

Star Wars Figure Variety Figure Lot of (9)177

16 comics.
#80,90,93,97,105,106,107,109,114,115,117,119,120,125,128 and
129. VG-/VG overall.

Jimmy Olsen Silver to Bronze Group of (16) #80-129178

A vintage 1989 Disney Mickeytown Circus playset produced by
Mattel. Playset includes four Disney characters, three animals, and
circus play pieces. Item is brand new, never opened, and still in the
original packaging. Overall, the box is in great visual condition but
does exhibit signs of storage wear, namely through abrasions and
scuffing along the edges and vertices of the box. See pictures for
further condition details.

Vintage Disney Mickeytown Circus 1989179

Includes #109,116,124,125,126,145 and 146. #125 was the final
monthly issue written by Stan Lee before taking the role of
Publisher for Marvel. GD+ overall.

Fantastic Four Bronze Age Group of (7) #109-146180

Approximately 180-200 comics from publishers like Malibu, Image,
Dark Horse, and more! Comics are overall VF to NM, with some
grading lower. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box181

15 mostly Bronze Age comics. You get all pictured. GD+ to FN
overall.

Western Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot182

A McFarlane's Dragons Sorcerer Dragon from Series 5 which was
produced in 2006. Measuring roughly 7 1/2", this item is brand new,
never opened, and still on the original card. Overall, the packaging
is in great condition, but does exhibit signs of light storage wear.
See pictures for further condition details.

McFarlane's Dragons Sorcerer Dragon Series 5 Figur183

LOT #

A San Diego Comic Con International 2012 Marvel Legends figure
pack of the Uncanny X-Force. Produced by Hasbro in 2012, figures
measure roughly 6 1/2" tall for size reference. Figures are brand
new, never opened, and still in the original packaging. Overall, the
box is in great condition with light shelf wear as seen along the
edges and vertices of the box through abrasions and scuffs. See
pictures for further condition details.

Marvel Legends Uncanny X-Force The Fall of Archang184

9 comics. These 1970s comics reprinted (in full color) the classic
1950s issues. FN to VF+ range.

EC Horror/Sci/War/Crime Comic Lot185

A DC Universe Classics figure set of the Green Lantern's Light
celebrating DC Comics 75 Years of Super Power produced by
Mattel in 2010. Includes roughly 7" tall figures for Tomar-Re,
Sinestro, Hal Jordan, John Stewart, and Guy Gardner. Figures are
brand new, never opened, and still in the original packaging.
Overall, the box is in great shape but does have portions of light
storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.

DC Universe Classics Green Lantern's Light Figure186

Two brand new, never opened, and still on the original card figures
of Pumpkin King Jack and Sally from Tim Burton's 'The Nightmare
Before Christmas'. Produced by Neca, the Sally figure measures
roughly 7 3/4" tall for size reference. Overall, the packaging on both
items appear to be in nice shape but do exhibit signs of light to
moderate wear, as seen through surface scratches, abrasions, and
yellowing of the Pumpkin King Jack figure's bubble. See pictures
for further condition details.

The Nightmare Before Christmas Jack & Sally Figure187

15 mostly Bronze Age comics. You get all pictured. GD+ to FN+
range.

Marvel Comics Bronze Age Comic Lot188

A McFarlane's Dragons Water Dragon from Series 5 which was
produced in 2006. Measuring roughly 8", this item is brand new,
never opened, and still on the original card. Overall, the packaging
is in great condition, but does exhibit signs of light storage wear.
See pictures for further condition details.

McFarlane's Dragons Water Dragon Series 5 Figure189

#2 is the 1st appearance of Janice Cord, a girlfriend of Tony Stark.
GD- to VG range.

Iron Man #2/3/5/41/42190

A variety of seven carded and boxed Star Wars figures produced
by Hasbro and Kenner from various years. Figures include Darth
Vader, Greedo, Chewbacca, General Grevious, Imperial Officer,
Rebel Trooper, and a classic edition 4-pack. All items are brand
new, never opened, and still in the original packaging. Overall, the
packaging for these items appear to be in great shape with light
signs of storage wear such as abrasions, creases, and surface

Star Wars Figure Variety Lot of (7)191
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LOT #
scratching. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

4 comics with 2 signed and numbered lithographs. Included are
issues #22 (A+B covers with Jim Balent autographed and
numbered lithographs) and #47 (A and B covers). NM condition.

Tarot (Jim Balent) Comic Lot w/Autographs/Lithos192

Eight Schleich Ritter medieval related figures by Schleich. Includes
knights, cavaliers, archers, a scenery pack, and more! All items are
brand new and still attached to the original card. Conditions vary
from item to item, however, most items are in nice shape with light
signs of storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.
You get all pictured.

Schleich Ritter Medieval Related Figure Lot of (8)193

A brand new, never opened, and still in the original packaging
Cargo Truck vehicle diorama from Indiana Jones: Raiders of the
Lost Ark. Box is in overall great shape but does have some light
storage wear present such as abrasions and minor scuffs along the
edges and corners of the box. See photos for details and condition.

Indiana Jones Cargo Truck Raiders of the Lost Ark194

15 mostly Bronze Age comics. You get all pictured. GD+ to FN+
range.

DC Comics Bronze Age Comic Lot195

A lot of eight figures from the Star Wars The Saga Collection
produced by Hasbro in 2006. Includes a Target Exclusive General
Grievous, Garindan, Han Solo, Hem Dazon, two Momaw Nadons,
and two R5-D4 figures. Figures are brand new, never opened, and
still in the original packing. Overall, the packaging is in great visual
condition with light shelf wear. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

Star Wars The Saga Collection Figure Lot of (8)196

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like Punisher,
The Avengers, X-Men, and more! Comics are mostly modern and
in the VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens from the
Silver and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range.
May include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

Marvel Comics Short Box197

Lot includes #20,21,22,23,31,33,34 and 36. GD to VG+ with foxing
and brittleness. #31 has panel out on letter page, #21 has a loose
cover.

Daredevil Silver Age Group of (8) #20-36198

A brand new, never opened, and still in the original packaging
collector's pack of Marvel Super Hero Squad figures. Produced by
Hasbro in 2007, this set includes figures for Spider-Man, Thing,
Hulk, Phoenix, Human Torch, Daredevil, War Machine, and U.S.
Agent. Figures measure roughly 3 1/2" tall. Overall, this item is in
excellent shape with minor signs of shelf wear. Additionally, item
has the original price sticker present on the top face of the box.

Marvel Super Hero Squad Collector's Pack199

LOT #
See pictures for further condition details.

6 Bronze Age issues. #1 is the 1st appearance and origin of
Etrigan the Demon and Morgaine Le Fay, the sister of Madame
Xanadu. #1 is VG, lot is overall GD+ to Fn.

The Demon #1-3/12-15 (1972) DC/1st Demon200

A Target Exclusive 2009 figure of James "Grand Slam" Barney with
Air Assault Glider from G.I. Joe: The Rise of Cobra. Produced by
Hasbro, this figure measures roughly 4" tall. This item is brand
new, never opened, and still on the original card. Overall, the
packaging is in great condition but does exhibit signs of light
storage wear such as scuffing along the edges and there is a small
pinch on the top portion of the bubble. See pictures for further
condition details.

G.I. Joe James "Grand Slam" Barney W/ Glider Targe201

A group of mostly vintage Underground/Small Press Comix. You
get all pictured. Most have adult themes. VG- to VG+ overall.

Underground Comix Lot202

Seven Winnie the Pooh related collectible figure sets produced by
Mattel. All items are brand new, never opened, and still in the
original packaging. The boxes are in overall great condition with
portions of light storage wear present. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

Winnie the Pooh Related Figure Lot of (7)203

Three WWE related figures which includes Trish Stratus,
Undertaker, and a three pack which includes Trish Stratus, Tyson
Tomko, Christian. All items are brand new, never opened, and still
in the original packaging. Overall, the packaging is in nice shape
but does exhibit some signs of light storage wear as present
through surface scratches and abrasions. See pictures for further
condition details.

WWE Trish Stratus/Undertaker/Tyson Tomko/Christian204

(10) 3-D covers for modern comics that feature classic and key
issue covers. You get all pictured. NM condition.

Marvel Legacy 3-D Cover Lot of (10)205

A Star Wars The Power of the Force Speeder Bike with Scout
Trooper set produced by Hasbro in 2000. Speeder Bike measures
roughly 23" long for size reference. Item is brand new, never
opened, and still in the original packaging. The box appears to be
in excellent shape with light signs of storage wear, particularly
through minor creases. See pictures for further condition details.

Star Wars Speeder Bike With Scout Trooper206

A Magog figure from DC Direct's 2003 Kingdom Come Wave 3 line
that measures approximately 7" tall. This item appears to be brand
new but has been opened for inspection. The packaging is in
overall great condition, but does have light storage wear present
along the edges and vertices of the box and a scratch present on
the front of the box. See pictures for further condition details.

DC Kingdom Come Magog Wave 3 Figure207
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LOT #

15 assorted horror comics. Mostly Bronze Age. You get all pictured.
GD+ to VG overall.

Bronze Age Horror Comic Lot208

A lot of five Star Wars The Clone Wars and The Legacy Collection
figures produced by Hasbro in 2008 and 2009. Features a Yoda,
Battle-Damaged Darth Vader, and Luke Skywalker figure which
comes with the 1st Day of Issue sticker. All items are brand new,
never opened, and still in the original packaging. Overall, all items
appear to be in great condition with light shelf wear being present
through surface scuffing and abrasions. Additionally, original price
stickers are present on three of the cards. See pictures for further
condition details.

Star Wars The Clone Wars & The Legacy Collection F209

#90 is the 1st appearance and origin of Abomination. #95 is the 1st
appearance of Walter Newell, later becomes Stingray. In issue
#96, The High Evolutionary evolves himself through his own
technology and merges with the eternal cosmos returning to a
physical form in Marvel Premiere #1 (1972).#101 is the final issue
in the series, the introduction of the Serpent Crown and the 1st
appearance of Destiny. GD- to VG.

Tales to Astonish #90/92/94-96/97/98/101/Key210

Seven Star Wars figure sets from the late 1990s and early 2000s,
including a Power of the Force Jabba The Hutt & Han Solol from
1997, a Power of the Jedi Luke Skywalker in Echo Base Bacta
Tank, Queen Amidala, FX-7, Eeth Koth, Rebel Trooper, and
Imperial Officer all six being from 2001. Items are brand new, never
opened, and still in the original packaging. Overall, the packaging
is in great visual condition with signs of light shelf wear. Some still
have the original price sticker still attached to the items. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

Star Wars Power of the Force & Power of the Jedi F211

3 copies of the pre-code horror comic. 2 still have the 3-D glasses
intact. Please read the whole description for condition notes. The
contents to the issues are as follows: "V-Vampires" (art by Wally
Wood, story from Mad 3), "The Monster From the Fourth
Dimension" (art by Bernard Krigstein, story from Weird Science #
&), "Frank Luke" (art by George Evans, story from Frontline
Combat # 13), and "Mr. Biddy, Killer" (art by Graham Ingels, story
from Crime SuspenStories 5). Stories redrawn to 3-D format.
Original stories not necessarily by the artists here. Series continues
as Three Dimensional Tales From the Crypt. Harvey Kurtzman
cover. Filler copies overall, one copy missing 3D glasses and back
cover. All have brittle pages.

Three Dimensional E. C. Classics #1 (x3) 1954212

A brand new, never opened, and still in original packaging Star
Wars Imperial Inspection #7264 LEGO set produced in 2005. The
packaging is in overall excellent condition with light signs of

LEGO Star Wars Imperial Inspection #7264213

LOT #
storage wear such as surface abrasions and creases along the
edges and corners of the box. See pictures for further condition
details.

A Thunder Thrashers Blacktop Boardin' Venus figure from Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles, which measures approximately 5" tall and
was produced by Playmates in 1997. This item is brand new, never
opened, and still in the original packaging. The packaging is in
overall great condition, however, it does exhibit signs of storage
wear as present along the edges of the card through scuffing,
creasing, and slight warping. See pictures for further condition
details.

TMNT The Next Mutation Backtop Boardin' Venus 1997214

15 mostly Bronze Age comics. You get all pictured. GD+ to VG
range.

Marvel Comics Bronze Age Comic Lot215

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like Batman
Superman, Blue Beetle, and more! Comics are mostly modern and
in the VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens from the
Silver and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range.
May include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box216

Eight Star Wars Chocolate Mpire figures produced by Hasbro in
2005. Features M&M's dressed as Anakin Skywalker, Queen
Amidala, Luke Skywalker, and more! Conditions vary and the
bubbles have begun to yellow. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

Star Wars M&M Chocolate Mpire Figure Lot of (8)217

Silver Age comics that reprint classic Marvel stories. You get all
pictured. GD to VG range.

Marvel Tales/Collectors' Item Classics Lot218

A Santa Claus is Comin' to Town Action Figure Trio set produced
by Playing Mantis from 2004. Figures include Burgermeister
Meisterburger, Tanta Kringle, and Grimsley and more! Set is brand
new, never opened, and in the original packaging. The box is in
overall excellent condition with light shelf wear. See pictures for
further condition.

Santa Claus Is Comin' To Town Action Figure Trio S219

#1,4,5,9-12,17 and 18. #1 is the 1st appearance of Mister Miracle
(Scott Free) and Oberon. #4 is the 1st appearance of Big Barda.
#18 is the marriage of Big Barda and Mister Miracle. #1 is VG-/VG,
overall Filler to VG.

Mister Miracle Group of (9) #1-18 w/Key 1st Apps.220

A brand new, never opened with the original packaging vintage
LEGO Duplo #2629 PreSchool Tractor set, that comes with four
interlocking pieces from 1986. The original packaging is in overall
good condition, but does have light storage wear present along the
edges and vertices of the box as present through scuffing and

LEGO Duplo #2629 Tractor Set Vintage 1986 Play Set221
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LOT #
creasing. Additionally, the original price stickers are still present on
the front face of the box. See pictures for further condition details.

15 mostly Bronze Age comics. You get all pictured. VG- to VG+
range.

DC Comics Bronze Age Comic Lot222

A lot of seven figures from the Star Wars The Saga Collection.
Includes, two Luke Skywalkers, Darth Vader, Hem Dazon, two
Momaw Nadons, and R5-D4. Figures are brand new, never
opened, and still in the original packing. Overall, the packaging is in
great visual condition with light shelf wear. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

Star Wars The Saga Collection Figure Lot of (7)223

A Marvel Collector Editions The Original X-Men figures produced
by Toy Biz 1997. Includes figures of Cyclops, Beast, Iceman,
Angel, Marvel Girl. Item is brand new, never opened, and still in the
original packaging. Box appears to be in great shape but does
exhibit signs of light shelf wear such as abrasions and creasing.
See pictures for further condition details.

Marvel Collector Editions The Original X-Men Figur224

Included are issues #26,28,30,31,32,34,35,36,38,40,63,65,66 and
68. VG- to Fan range.

Conan the Barbarian Bronze Age Group of (12)225

A lot of five Star Wars The Clone Wars figures produced by Hasbro
in 2008. Features a SDCC Exclusive Clone Trooper Senate
Security figure and three figures come with the 1st Day of Issue
stickers. All items are brand new, never opened, and still in the
original packaging. Overall, all items appear to be in great condition
with light shelf wear being present through surface scuffing and
abrasions. Additionally, original price stickers are still present on
three of the cards and one of the 1st Day of Issue stickers has lost
adhesion to the bubble. See pictures for further condition details.

Star Wars The Clone Wars Figure Lot of (5)226

A vintage 1980s Bikin doll of the Fairy Godmother from Disney's
Cinderella which measures approximately 11" tall. This item is
brand new, never opened, and still in the original packaging. The
box is in overall good condition, however, storage wear is evident
as there is creasing, denting, and scuffing present along the box.
Additionally, the original price sticker is present on the top face of
the box and the bottom most seal has lifted itself due to age. See
pictures for further condition details. 

Disney The Fairy Godmother Vintage 1980s Bikin Cin227

A group of mostly vintage Underground/Small Press Comix. You
get all pictured. Most have adult themes. GD+ to VG range.

Underground Comix Lot228

LOT #

A Santa Claus is Comin' to Town Action Figure Trio set produced
by Playing Mantis from 2004. Figures include Miss Jessica, Kris
Kringle, Topper, and more! Set is brand new, never opened, and in
the original packaging. The box is in overall excellent condition with
light shelf wear. See pictures for further condition.

Santa Claus Is Comin' To Town Action Figure Trio S229

#144 features a Hulk vs. Dr. Doom battle on the cover! VF+/NM-
overall.

Hulk #144/152/153/Annual #4230

A variety of plush toys pertaining to advertising mascots, most of
which are mail-always or premiums. Features branding characters
such as the Nesquik Bunny, Charlie Tuna, Yellow M&M and more!
Conditions vary. See pictures for further condition details. You get
all pictured.

Advertising Mascot Plush Toy Variety Lot231

3 issues from the first series by Marvel. #2 is VG-, #3 is VG, #7 is
FN.

Star Wars #2/3/7 1970s232

Approximately 180-200 comics from publishers like IDW, Image,
Dark Horse, and more! Comics are overall VF to NM, with some
grading lower. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box233

A vintage 1980s Bikin doll of the Queen from Disney's Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs which measures approximately 11" tall. This
item is brand new, never opened, and still in the original packaging.
The box is in overall nice condition, however, light storage wear is
evident along the edges and vertices of the box, denting, slight
discoloration, and there is a small tear present in the glossy veneer
of the cardboard. Additionally, the original price sticker is present
on the topmost face of the box. See pictures for further condition
details. 

Disney The Queen Snow White Doll Vintage Bikin Vin234

15 mostly Bronze Age comics. You get all pictured. VG- to VG+
range.

Marvel Comics Bronze Age Comic Lot235

A Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back Luke Skywalker's X-Wing
Fighter with R2-D2 figure set produced by Hasbro in 2002. X-Wing
appears to measure roughly 19". Item is brand new, never opened,
and still in the original packaging. Overall, the box is in excellent
visual condition with light signs of shelf wear present. See pictures
for further condition details.

Star Wars Luke Skywalker's X-Wing Fighter w/ R2-D2236

Three Star Wars figure sets from the late 1990s, including an Epic
Force Princess Leia Organa from 1998, a The Power of the Force
Dewback & Sandtrooper, and a The Power of the Force Wampa &

Star Wars Late 1990s Figure Sets Lot of (3)237
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LOT #
Luke Skywalker set, both from 1997. Items are brand new, never
opened, and still in the original packaging. Overall, the packaging
is in great visual condition with signs of light storage wear and two
of the items have original price stickers. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

10 copies. Two face origin story with a great Neal Adams
Two-Face cover. VF+ to NM with some spine roll.

Batman Annual #14 (x10) Neal Adams/Two-Face238

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like The Hulk,
Spider-Man, and the heroes of the New Universe! Comics are
mostly modern and in the VF to NM range, but there may be some
specimens from the Silver and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in
the GD- to FN+ range. May include some duplicates. You get all
pictured.

Marvel Comics Short Box239

1st appearance of Scott Lang as Ant-Man, in costume. 1st
appearance of Cassie Lang, daughter of Scott Lang, later becomes
Stature and then Stinger. VF+/NM- condition.

Marvel Premiere #47/Key Ant-Man240

A brand new, never opened, and still in original packaging Star
Wars Wookie Attack #7258 LEGO set produced in 2005. The
packaging is in overall excellent condition with light signs of
storage wear and a boxcutter slice on the top face of the box. See
pictures for further condition details.

LEGO Star Wars Wookiee Attack #7258241

15 mostly Bronze Age comics. You get all pictured. VG- to VG+
range.

DC Comics Bronze Age Comic Lot242

Three Babylon 5 figures, featuring Susan Ivanova, Ambassador
Delenn, and an additional variant Delenn. Susan Ivanova measures
approximately 6 1/4" tall for size reference. All three figures are
brand new, never opened, and still on the original card. The
packaging for all items included are in overall great condition, but
light storage wear is evident along the edges of the cards. The
variant Delenn figure exhibits the most scuffing along the back of
the card. See pictures for further condition details. 

Babylon 5 Action 1997 Previews Exclusive Figures L243

A vintage Steger's South Pole Adventure Set which was distributed
by Target for Greatland Kids. Toy measures about 16" from sleigh
to front sled dog. Item is brand new, never opened, and still in the
original packaging. Overall, the packaging appears to be in nice
shape but does exhibit signs of moderate shelf wear. See pictures
for further condition details.

Steger's South Pole Adventure Set244

LOT #

Included are the first 19 issues (out of 28) from the 1994 Marvel
series. NM-/NM condition.

Beavis and Butt-Head #1-19 (1994)245

Two Barbie dolls in the likeness of Marvel's Elektra, produced by
Mattel in 2005. Items are brand new, never opened, and still in the
original box. Overall, the packaging for both items are in excellent
condition with light signs of shelf wear. See pictures for further
condition details.

Marvel Elektra Barbie Dolls Lot of (2)246

This is a rare Impala Treasure Hunts die-cast Hot Wheels produced
by Mattel. Car is brand new, never opened, still on original card
and with plastic protector. See photos for further condition details.

Hot Wheels '59 Impala Treasure Hunts Die-Cast Vehi247

15 assorted horror comics. Mostly Bronze Age. You get all pictured.
GD to VG overall.

Bronze Age Horror Comic Lot248

Concept figures of Luke Skywalker and R2-D2 & C-3PO as a part
of the Star Wars Celebration IV figure line by Hasbro produced in
2007. Figures are brand new, never opened, and still on the
original cards. Overall, the packaging is in great shape but does
have light surface abrasions. See pictures for further condition
details.

Star Wars Celebration IV Luke Skywalker/R2-D2 & C-249

#102 is the 2nd appearance of Morbius. #112 features a partial
origin of Peter Parker, specifically his relationship with Aunt May
and Uncle Ben after the death of his parents. #102 is VG-, #112 is
VG.

Amazing Spider-Man #102 + #112/2nd Morbius250

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like Batman,
Superman, The Titans, and more! Comics are mostly modern and
in the VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens from the
Silver and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range.
May include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box251

10 copies. Written by Joe Simon. 1st appearance of Prez Rickard,
the first teen president of the United States. VG-/VG overall.

Prez #1 (1973) DC Joe Simon252

A brand new, never opened, and still on the original card figure of
Evil-Lyn the Evil Warrior Goddess produced by Mattel in 2000 as a
part of the Masters of the Universe Commemorative Series. This
item is an authentic replica of the original figure which is a 1 of
10,000 limited edition figure. Figure measures roughly 6" tall for
size reference. Overall, the packaging is in great shape but does
exhibit signs of light shelf wear such as surface abrasions. See
pictures for further condition details.

Masters of the Universe Evil-Lyn Commemorative Ser253
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LOT #

A two-figure set of Clownface and Panda from Body Bags as a part
of the Legendary Comic Book Heroes figure line produced by
Marvel Toys in 2007. Figures are brand new, never opened, and
still on the original card. Overall, the packaging appears to be in
nice shape but does exhibit various signs of shelf wear, most
notably seen through scuffing, abrasions, and debris present inside
the bubble due to tape displacement. See pictures for further
condition details.

Body Bags Clownface & Panda Legendary Comic Book H254

10 copies. 1973. Limited Collectors' Edition: Shazam. Size is 10 x
13-1/2".

Tarzan (1973) DC Treasury Edition #C-22 (x10)255

A special limited edition plush of Smokey Bear produced by J.J.
Wind Inc. in 1994. This plush commemorates the 50th anniversary
of Smokey Bear and measures approximately 21" tall for size
reference. Plush has not been removed from the packaging and
comes with original tags but does have some wear present in the
eyes of Smokey Bear. Overall, the box appears to be in great
visual condition with light signs of shelf wear. Additionally the
original price sticker is located on the front face of the box. See
pictures for further condition details.

Limited Edition Smokey Bear 50th Anniversary Plush256

A variety of Star Wars Battle Packs Unleashed figures with retailer
display. Includes figures of Luke Skywalker, Anakin Skywalker,
Obi-Wan, Darth Vader, Storm Troopers, and more! All figures are
brand new, never opened, and still in the original packaging.
Overall, items are in excellent visual condition, but some items
exhibit signs of storage wear such as scuffing and creasing along
the cards and bubble, most notably seen on the Han Solo figure's
packaging. You get all pictured. See pictures for further condition
details.

Star Wars Battle Packs Unleashed Figure Set w/ Ret257

3 copies. 1st appearance of Rima the Jungle Girl in a DC series.
Joe Kubert cover art. VG-/VG overall.

Rima the Jungle Girl #1 (x3) DC (1974)258

A Batman Legacy Edition figure of Catwoman Classic from Series
3 produced by Mattel in2011. Item includes an exclusive comic
book poster. Figure is brand new, never opened, and still on the
original card. Additionally, the card is still sealed within the original
factory bag and comes with the shipper box. Overall, packaging is
in excellent visual condition with minor scuffs present on the factory
bag. See pictures for further condition details.

Batman Legacy Edition Catwoman Classic Series 3 Fi259

Anniversary of The Amazing Spider-Man's 100th issue with classic
John Romita Sr. cover. VG to VG+ range.

Amazing Spider-Man #100260

LOT #

A brand new, never opened, and still in the original packaging
Jungle Cutter vehicle diorama from Indiana Jones: Kingdom of the
Crystal Skull.  Box is in overall great shape but does have some
minor storage wear. See photos for details and condition.

Indiana Jones Jungle Cutter Kingdom of the Crystal261

(3) 13" x 19" wood wall plaques with classic/key covers. You get all
pictured. VG- to VG overall.

Batman Comic Cover Wall Art Lot of (3)262

A variety of plush stuffed animals including Hush Puppies and
Barbie Bunnies. Many plush animals come with the original tags
still attached. Conditions vary. You get all pictured. See pictures for
further condition details.

Plush Stuffed Animal Variety Lot263

A brand new, never opened, and still in the original box figure set
of Han Solo & Tauntaun from the Star Wars Collector Series
produced by Kenner in 1997. Tauntaun measures roughly 15" tall
for size reference. Packaging is in overall great visual condition
with light signs of shelf wear such as abrasions and scuffing along
the edges and faces of the box as well as the bubble. Additionally,
the original sticker is still present on the front face of the box. See
pictures for further condition details.

Star Wars Han Solo Tauntaun Collector Series Kenne264

Lot includes #1,2,4,8,9,10,11,13,14,15,16,18 and 22. #1 is the 1st
appearance and origin of Kamandi. #1 is VG. Lot is overall VG to
Fn.

Kamandi Group of (13) #1-22 DC265

A variety of collectibles pertaining to Tim Burton's 'The Nightmare
Before Christmas' from the 1990s.Includes temporary tattoos,
figures, themed pencils, and more! Conditions vary. You get all
pictured. See pictures for further condition details.

The Nightmare Before Christmas 1990s Collectible T266

Approximately 180-200 comics from publishers like First Comics,
Comico, Zenoscope, and more! Comics are overall VF to NM, with
some grading lower. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box267

A group of mostly vintage Underground/Small Press Comix. You
get all pictured. Most have adult themes. GD+ to VG overall.

Underground Comix Lot268

A brand new, never opened, and still on the original card adult
collector figure of Prahvus the "Evil Master of Doom" from the
Masters of the Universe: Classics figure line produced by Mattel in
2015. Figure measures roughly 7" tall and comes with original
shipper box. Overall, item appears to be in great condition with light
signs of shelf wear, most notably seen on the rear face of the card
as abrasions. See pictures for further condition details.

Masters of the Universe Classics Prahvus Mattel Fi269
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LOT #

Lot includes #1,3,5,6,9,10,11,12,13,17-19 and Annual #1. #1 is the
1st partial team appearance and origin of The Eternals and The
Deviants. 1st appearance of Ikaris, Kro, Brother Tode and Margo
Damian. #3 is the 1st appearance of Sersi. The rest contain many
other first appearances and/or notable events. Overall FN+ to NM,
#9 is VG+ with moisture damage.

Eternals Group of (13) #1-19 + Annual #1270

A Star Wars Battle Packs figure set of Bantha with Tusken Raiders
produced by Hasbro in 2007. Bantha measures roughly 8" tall with
the Tusken Raider rider attached. Item is brand new, never
opened, and still in the original box. Box is in overall great visual
condition with light signs of shelf wear such as abrasions along the
edges and vertices of the box as well as slight pinched edges of
the bubble. See pictures for further condition details.

Star Wars Bantha w/ Tusken Raiders Battle Packs Fi271

(10) 3-D covers for modern comics that feature classic and key
issue covers. You get all pictured. NM condition.

Marvel Legacy 3-D Cover Lot of (10)272

An Armored Wonder Woman figure from DC Direct's 2003
Kingdom Come Wave 3 line, and measures approximately 7" tall.
This figure is brand new, never opened, and still in the original
packaging. The packaging is in overall great condition, but does
have light storage wear present along the edges and vertices of the
box. See pictures for further condition details.

DC Kingdom Come Armored Wonder Woman Wave 3
Figure

273

Three figures from Tim Burton's 'The Nightmare Before Christmas'
produced by Hasbro in 1993. Includes Sally, Jack Skellington, and
Jack as Santa. The Sally figure measures roughly 7" tall for size
reference. Items are brand new, never opened, and still on the
original card. The packaging is in nice shape but does exhibit signs
of shelf wear, particularly seen through warping and scuffs on the
cards. See pictures for further condition details.

The Nightmare Before Christmas 1993 Hasbro Figures274

15 mostly Bronze Age comics. You get all pictured. GD+ to VG
range.

Marvel Comics Bronze Age Comic Lot275

Two DC Universe figures including Wonder Woman and a Walmart
Exclusive Tyr produced by Mattel in 2010. Both figures are brand
new, never opened, and still in the original packaging. Packaging is
appears to be in nice visual condition with light signs of storage
wear, particularly seen through abrasions and scuffing along the
edges of the card and bubble. See pictures for further condition
details.

DC Universe Wonder Woman & Tyr Figure Lot of (2)276

LOT #

A brand new, never opened, and still in original box figure set of
the Fantastic Four cast produced by Toy Biz in 2004. Includes Mr.
Fantastic, Invisible Woman, Dr. Doom, Human Torch, and The
Thing with a Special Poster Book. Box is in overall great visual
condition with light signs of storage wear, namely as abrasions
present along the edges and vertices of the box as well as scuffing
present on the bubble. See pictures for further condition details.

Marvel Legends Fantastic Four Figure Set Toy Biz277

Only missing #22. This series reprinted the classic 1950s comics in
full color. 1992, Gemstone Publishing. NM condition.

EC Comics Weird Fantasy #1-21/Near Run278

15 mostly Bronze Age comics. You get all pictured. VG- to VG+
range.

DC Comics Bronze Age Comic Lot279

15 comics! #1 is the first ongoing Black Panther solo title and
features the 1st team appearance of the Collectors: Abner Little
and Princess Zanda. VF+ to NM overall.

Black Panther #1 (x5) #3 (x5) #4 (x5)280

A lot of three DC Superhero figures which features Wonder
Woman, Hawkgirl, and Supergirl. All items are brand new, never
opened, and still in the original packaging. Overall, the packaging
appears to be in great shape with various degrees of light shelf
wear. The Supergirl has an abrasion present in the front of her
bangs. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

DC Superhero Wonder Woman/Hawkgirl/ Supergirl Figu281

In issue #45, Hercules joins the Avengers. #32 is the 1st
appearance of Bill Foster, later becomes Black Goliath. GD+/VG-
condition with foxing and brittleness.

Avengers #31/32/42/45 Silver Age Marvel282

A lot of three Barbie dolls produced by Mattel in various years.
Includes a Spring Bouquet, Fairy Topia, and XXXOOO Barbie. All
dolls are brand new, never opened, and still in the original
packaging. Overall, the boxes are in great visual condition with
varying degrees of shelf wear and the Fairy Topia Barbie has the
original stickers are present. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

Barbie Mattel Doll Lot of (3)283

A figure set of Treebeard with Merry & Pippin from Lord of the
Rings: The Two Towers produced by Applause, LLC in 2002.
Treebeard figure measures roughly  11" for size reference. Figures
are brand new and unopened and the packaging is in overall in
great shape with signs of shelf wear present along the edges and
vertices of the box. See pictures for further condition details.

Lord of the Rings Treebeard w/ Merry & Pippin Figu284
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LOT #

A group of mostly vintage Underground/Small Press Comix. You
get all pictured. Most have adult themes. GD+ to VG range.

Underground Comix Lot285

7 comics and 1 trade paperback. Lot includes #1-5 from the 1st
series by Harris (#1 and 2 have Adam Hughes covers), the Dracula
War TPB, The Julie Strain Special (photo cover) and a Preview
Edition. NM condition.

Vampirella Comic Lot286

A brand new, never opened, and still on original card Target
Exclusive variant figure of the Silver Surfer as a part of Hasbro's
2007 Marvel Legends figure line. Figure is specifically from the Red
Hulk Build-A-Figure collection series. Packaging is in overall great
visual condition with light signs of shelf wear such as abrasions
along the edges and faces of the box. See pictures for further
condition details.

Marvel Legends Spiral BAF Target Exclusive 2007 Ha287

15 mostly Bronze Age comics. You get all pictured. VG- to VF
range.

Marvel Comics Bronze Age Comic Lot288

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like Spider-Man,
The Hulk, X-Men, and more! Comics are mostly modern and in the
VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens from the Silver
and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range. May
include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

Marvel Comics Short Box289

#1 is the 1st appearance of Carol Danvers as Ms. Marvel. VG to
VF range.

Ms. Marvel #1/4/5/7/12 Key!290

Three Star Wars related items which includes two Jedi Mickey with
Yoda 2005 Hasbro figures and one Luke Skywalker Chocolate
Mpire M&M plush produced by Hasbro in 2005. The Jedi Mickey
figures are brand new, never opened, and still in the original boxes
while the Luke Skywalker M&M plush comes with original tags still
attached. Overall, items appear to be in great shape with light signs
of shelf wear, most notably as crunching on one of the Jedi Mickey
packaging. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

Star Wars & Branding Mascot Related Lot of (3)291

These issues reprinted key/classic Marvel comics. #3 is the first
U.S. reprint of the first appearance of Doctor Strange from Strange
Tales #110. Overall GD+/VG-, one Filler.

Marvel Collector's Item Classics #1-14 (1965)292

A brand new, never opened, and still in original box figure of the
Silver Surfer as a part of Hasbro's 2006 Marvel Legends figure line.
Packaging is in overall great visual condition with light signs of
shelf wear such as abrasions along the edges and faces of the box.

Marvel Legends Silver Surfer Limited Edition 2006293

LOT #
See pictures for further condition details.

A new on card figure of Santa from Tim Burton's 'The Nightmare
Before Christmas' produced by Hasbro in 1993 measuring
approximately 5". Item features a gift sack full of surprises inside of
the figure. Overall, the card is in nice shape but does exhibit signs
of storage wear, particularly shown through warping, abrasions,
and creases throughout the card. Additionally, a portion of the card
that has begun to split in the middle. See pictures for further
condition details.

The Nightmare Before Christmas Santa 1993 Hasbro F294

1974. 10 copies of the DC Treasury Sized Comic edition. This
issue reprints the 1st appearance of Superman, Lois Lane, Zatara,
and Tex Thompson, who later becomes Mr. America. VF+/VF-
overall.

Action Comics #1 (x10) Famous 1st Edition295

Approximately 180-200 comics starring characters like Superman,
Batman, The Legion of Super-Heroes, and more! Comics are
mostly modern and in the VF to NM range, but there may be some
specimens from the Silver and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in
the GD- to FN+ range. May include some duplicates. You get all
pictured.

DC Comics Short Box296

3 copies. 1st appearance of the High Evolutionary, a geneticist
obsessed with evolutionary experimentation. This issue also
features the first appearance of Man-Beast, Fafnir and the
introduction of Wundagore Mountain. One copy VG-, two are filler.

Thor #134 (x3) 1st High Evolutionary297

15 mostly Bronze Age comics. You get all pictured. VG- to VG+
range.

DC Comics Bronze Age Comic Lot298

A Millennium Falcon as a part of the Star Wars The Legacy
Collection produced by Hasbro in 2008. Millennium Falcon
measures just over 2 1/2' long and features electronic lights,
phrases, and sounds as well comes with two figures, Han Solo and
Chewbacca. Item is brand new, never opened, and still in the
original packaging. Overall, the box is in nice shape but does
exhibit signs of moderate to heavy wear as seen through creasing,
abrasions, warping, and slight tears on the bottom face of the box.
See pictures for further condition details.

Star Wars The Legacy Collection Millennium Falcon299

1st team appearance and origin of The Defenders: Doctor Strange,
Hulk, Sub-Mariner. VG condition.

Marvel Feature #1/1st Defenders300

1st appearance of Morbius the Living Vampire. VG-/VG condition.
Amazing Spider-Man #101/1st Morbius301
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